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EDISON FRED HENAO A TEHORTUA ...
This work responds to the question: Why are the Almost Ideal
Demand System (AIDS) and its quadratic extension, the QUAIDS
model better ways of modelling consumer behaviour than the Stone
Geary' Models? . Thus, the work shall ~eal with proposal~ of single
equation (or separated equations) and W1th systems ofequattons where
the theory is more striking.
The work starts by defining what is known as consumer beha
viour. Secondly, it makes a presentation ofthe r~stric~ions or prop~r
ties that demand functions have to possess. Thlrdly, tt makes a bnef
presentation of each model and its main ch~acterístics, limitations
and empirical evidence of u~ing each. In this para~aph, the essay
illustrates how can changes lO sorne exogenous vanables affect on
the consumption ofparticular commodities with esp~cial reference to
the way in which different models c~ allow for the tmpact of chang
es in income. Finally sorne concludlOg remarks are made.

l.

Rationality is a good place to start when anaIysing the consum
er's behaviour. 1t is assumed that the consumer chooses, among all
possible consumption alternatives, that bundle that gives her or him

•
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the bighest utility (satisfaction). AH the information related to her or
bis satisfaction is included into her or bis utility function(l).

0=

P

...:h'
_tAf_l _1
I

Ibis utility function is assumed well-behaved in the sense it satis
fie~ the axioms usually imposed to the ordering of goods or bundles
bUllt by the consumer according to her or bis preferences.
i.n g~~eral, are assumed to face the primal problem
of maxmnzm~ thelr utlhty subj~t to a lirnited ¡ncome with given prices.
Ihe Marshalhan demand func110ns are obtained from oftbis process
of maximization.

P

f

1

Ihese first two restrictions are consequence of a linear budget
constraint.
iii) Negativity of the substitution effect

C~ns.u~ers,

Ihe dual prob~em,is rea~ as the minimization of the expenditure
to reach (or to mamtam) a glven level ofsatisfaction. From here we
obtain the Hicksian demand functions,

...:h'

+ I." _tAf_, _1
tP q'
1 éP
q'
J

Intuitively tbis restriction implies that demanded quantity of the
ith good reduces when Pi increases but not because of the reduction
in the consumer's purchasing power (as it in fact occurs unless any
compensation would take place) but because the increasing in the
relative price ofgood ¡lh itself; i. e. the demand curve has 10 be down
wards slope in qi,pi space:

él¡'1 ~ O

éP;
2. PROPERTIES OF DEMAND FUNCTIONS

Hence, an increase in price (Pi) with utility held constant will
lead to a fall in the demand for that good (qi). Ibis is not other thing
that the «law of demand»(2).

. I?ose theoretical assumptions allow to characterize demand func
110ns m terms of the following properties:

iv) Symmetry (of the cross-substitution matrix )(3): Ihis restric
tion states:

i) Adding-up:
Ihe expenditure in the n goods has to be equal to the income.
for each pair .'J(4)

M="L" P q
1

I

I

Ihat ¡s, the value of demands is equal to the total expenditure.
ii) Homogeneity
Ih~ Marshallian ~emands. are. ho~ogeneous of degree zero in
money mcome and pnces, WhlCh lmphes that (by using the Euler's
Iheorem) the following expression has to be satisfied:

. Ibis mean s that consumer has no money illusion, For the Hick
Slan demands case, the functions (qi') have to be homogeneous of
degree zero in prices.

Ihe fulfilment of negativity and symmetry is evidence of consis
tency of preferences of consumero In practice, once demand func
tions are estimated, it is required to check out the consistency of the
results with the theory together properties i) and ii). Ihe restrictions
are satisfied when demand functions are derived by utility maximiza
tion.
Equivalent to that, it would be to impose the restrictions a priori
and test its validity using standard statistical methods.

2,

Tbrough !he Slutsky eqWl1Íon it can be shown tbat !he law of demand has lO be a property of Mar
shallian demand as well.

3.

Mathemalically thís propert)' ís based on that proposition koown as Young's theorem (Sea Croang,
1984, page 313),

4,
1,
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lt refen to!he dírect utility fuction,

To Show !he property it 15 useful to refer lo !he expenditure fi.m.ctíon tbat Is obtained by solving for
income from !he indirect utilíty function,
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t~e hi~hest ~tili~y .(satisfaction).

All the information related to her or
his satlsfactlOn IS mcluded into her or his utility fimction(l).

This u~ility function is assumed well-behaved in the sense it satis
the aXlOms usually imposed to the ordering of goods or bundles
bUllt by the consumer according to her or rus preferences.
fíe~

C~ns.u~ers, i.n g~~eral, ~e assu~e~ to .face the primal problem

of maxmuzm~ thelr utdlty subJ~t to a hmlted mcome with given prices,
The M~rs.hall..an demand functlons are obtained from of trus process
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The dual prob~em .ís rea~ as the minimization of the expenditure
to r~ach (or ~o ~amtam) a glven level of satÍsfaction. From here we
obtam the Hlckslan demand functions.

These fírst two restrictions are consequence of a linear budget
constraint.
iii) Negativity of the substitution effect:
Intuitively trus restrictÍon implies that demanded quantity of the
ith good reduces when Pi increases but not because of the reduction
in the consumer's purchasing power (as it in fact occurs unless any
compensation would take place) but because the increasing in the
relative price ofgood ith itself; i. e. the demand curve has 10 be down
wards slope in qi,pi space:
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2. PROPERTIES OF DE!vfAND FUNCTIONS

Hence, an increase in price (Pi) with utility held constant will
lead to a faH in the demand for that good (qi). This is not other thing
that the «law of demand»(2).

. T~ose theoretical assumptions allow to characterize demand func
110ns m terms of the following properties:

iv) SYmmetry (of the cross-substitution matrix )(3): This restric
tion states:

i) Adding-up:
The expenditure in the n goods has to be equal to the income.
M = r.~ ~ q,
That is, the value of demands is equal to the total expenditure.
ii) Homogeneity
Th~ Marshallian ~emands. are. ho~ogeneous of degree zero in
money mcome and pnces, whlch lmphes that (by using the Euler's
Theorem) the following expression has to be satisfíed:

O= il¡¡ P, +

iP¡ q,

r.1t il¡¡
j

P + tX¡¡ M
fP¡ qi 1M q,

for each pair l'j(4).
The fulfilment of negativity and symmetry is evidence of consis
tency of preferences of consumero In practice, once demand func
tions are estimated, it is required to check out the consistency of the
results with the theory together properties i) and ii). The restrictions
are satisfíed when demand functions are derived by utility maximiza
tion.
Equivalent to that, it would be to impose the restrictions a priori
and test its validity using standard statistical methods.

j

. Trus means that consumer has no money illusion. For the Hick
SIan demand~ ca~e, the functions (qi') have to be homogeneous of
degree zero m pnces.

2.

Through !he Slulsky equation ít can be shown !hat !he law of demand has to be a property of Mar
shallían dernand as well.

3.

Mathematica11y this propel1Y is based on tbat proposition known as Young's tbeorem (Sea Chiang,
1984. page 313).

4,
l.
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It refm to !he direct utitity fuction,

To Show!he property ít is useful to refer to!he expenditure functioo!hat is obtained by solving for
íncome from !he indirect utility function.
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This procedure is also equivalent to test the approval ofaxioms
for the existence of a utility function (or set of preferences) for each
consumer or group of them and that demand functions come from
optimization behaviour.
When demand functions have the properties the estimation pro
cess is easier since the degrees of freedom increase and it is also
possible to solve the integrability problem. This infonnation can be
exploited in multiple ways.

3.

the marginal rates of substitution are unaffe~ed by same pr.op<;>rtion
al changes in al] quantities: [n other ~ord~, mcome elastlclty. I~ one.
The income expansion paths are stralght hnes through the ongm.
As we shall see that quasi-homotheticity is one ofthe main fea
tures ofLES.
The Langrangean procedure to solve theoretically the problem
consumer faces yields demand functions of the form(7):

q =V+f3'(M~r."PV)
p
I

THE MODELS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTlCS

J

r

J

J

(2)

I

In tbis paragraph we show the main characteristics of the Linear
Expenditure System (LES) and the Almost Ideal Demand System
(AIDS) and its further quadratic development (QUAIDS).

3.1

STONE-GEARY PREFERENCES AND THE LINEAR EX
PENDlTURE SYSTEM (LES).

The LES is originated in the Stone-Geary direct utility function
which takes the fonn:
'
Where

Lit P,R = 1

(1)

O'

I

I
I

This expression makes economic sen se for q.>V, where V's are
minimum possible of required quantities (subsistence) of each good.
In (1) A and P's are positive parameters(5). In (1) the sum of P is
restricted to muty<Ó).
I

The income expansion paths here are straight lines through the
intersection between VI' V 2 in quantities space. See figure 1. The
Stone-Geary direct utility function belongs to that kind of functions
called quasi-homothetics. Homothetic functions are those in wbich

Figure 1. lncome expansion paths of Stone-Geary preferences.

7

Ríc/w'd Stone was wbo originally imposed the &/gebraic restrictions of adding-up, homogeneity and
symmetry lo a simple linear demand;

5

When the subsistence levels are dropped, Ibis utility functioo becomes in the COOb-DougJa.s utility
functioo.

?q
i,

= f3

I

M + LitJ= t /3,'J P1

Those restrictions can onIy be satisfied by an eguatloo as (2).
6
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These arguments are taken &oro Deatoo and Muellbaucr (1980b).
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This procedure is also equivalent to test the approval ofaxioms
for the existence of a utility function (or set of preferences) for each
consumer or group of them and that demand functions come from
optimization behaviour.
\Yhen ~e~d functions have the properties the estimation pro
cess lS easler smce the degrees of freedom increase and it is also
possible to solve the integrability problem. This information can be
exploited in multiple ways.
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the marginal rates of substitution are unaffec~ed by same pr.op?rtion
al changes in all quantities: In other ~ord~, mcome elastlCtty.l~ one.
The income expansion paths are stratght lmes through the ongm.
As we shall see that quasi-homotheticity is one of the main fea
tures of LES.
The Langrangean procedure to solve theoretically the problem
consumer faces yields demand functions ofthe form(7):

THE MODELS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

In this paragraph we show the main characteristics of the Linear
Expenditure System (LES) and the Almost Ideal Demand System
(AIDS) and its further quadratic development (QUAIDS),
3.1

STONE-GEARY PREFERENCES AND THE LINEAR EX
PENDlTURE SYSTEM (LES).

The LES is originated in the Stone-Geary direct utility function
which takes the form:
'
Where :EnI

R.

1-'1

=1

O'

(1)

I
I

..This expre.ssion make~ economic sense for q?V" where V/s are
nurumum possl~le of req~l~ed quantities (subsistence) of each good.
In (1) A and ~l s are pOSltlve parameters(5). In (1) the sum of ~ is
restricted to unity<6).

O

1

. The }ncome expansion paths here are straight lines through the
mtersectlon be~ween XI' V1 in 9uantities space. See figure 1. The
Stone-Geary dlrect Utdlty functl0n belongs to that kind of functions
called quasi-homothetics. Homothetic functions are those in which

Figure l. Income expansion paths of Stone-Geary preferences.

7

Richard Stone was who originally imposed the algebraic restrictions of addíng-up, homogeneity and
symmeUy 10 a simple linear demand:

s

~ the subsislence levels are dropped, this utility function becomes in the Cobb-Douglas utility
function.

6

These arguments are laken from Dcaton and Muellbauer (1980b).

P¡q¡

=p¡ M + :E~=l P./:

Those restrictions can oniy be satisfled by an eguation as (2).
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S The group of n equations (2) is called the Linear Expenditure
. ystem .(LES)(8). The surnmation of PV discounted of the mone
Incof!1e In ~a11ed the supemumerary expenditure that is interpreted a~
a reSidual lI~com~ to purc~ase the. additional quantities of good ¡th
over Vr Tbis asslgnrnent IS made In fixed proportions rJ/9).
In (2) ~e can see the first limitation ofLES: prices different of
th~ own-pnce are present into the d~mand ofgood i, but those prices
(p¡ ~). only affect ql thr0ll:gh the subslstence expenditure. The substi

tUlbIllty betwe~n. goods IS because the competition for the supernu
merary. In addltIon, p¡ and Vi play the same role in detennining q..
. For th~ two goods ~~~, it can be shown tba; the own-price,
pnce and Income elaStICltles are, respectively:

ell =[jJl~r; -AM]
P¡q¡
el' --

•

_[A~r;]

cro~s

(3)

With respect to the latter limitation of LES Deaton and Muell
bauer (1980b) point al:

«.. Unless we have grounds for believing lhat elasticities should
be proportional, and there is a good deaI for evidence, both a priori
and empirical, against such a position, even for broad group ofgoods,
then we have good reason for considering the LES too restrictive and
for passing on to more general models.»
For those reasons sometimes researchers refer to LES as overly
restrictive(lJ).
However, k:nowing its restrictions, wbich com~ from t.he func
tional form itself, tbis model could carefully be used In practlce when
such limitations are not thoughc to be serious.

(4)

It can be shown that (at least theoretically) LES obeys adding up
and homogeneity, but symmetry has to be tested by standard methods
once regressions have been fitted.

P¡q¡

elM =[AM]

in a cross-section data it would be enough to know elt.!' but it actually
is a restriction.

(5)

P¡q¡

.
In equ.ation (3) it can be seen that -1 <ell <O for aH the cases That
IS, a1gebrruc vall!es less !h!ln minus one are not possible. In eq~ation
(4) the cross-pnce elastlCIties (say e and e) are proporcional in the
term PVIP
V k'
~
ík
J
J
k
. Inferior goods. are ex~luded in (5), since a negative value of rJ
vl?lates th7~oncaVJty reqUlrement of (1 ); ifit were aHowed the own~
pnce elaStlClty w,!u~~ show positive responses. Howeve;' it would
a1low for the posslblbty of substitutes goods in (4)(10).

The performance of LES in practice -taken from Stone's results
in 1954 using British data from 1920 to 1938J12) is an evidence ofthe
theoretical set up since the income elasticity is always positive (no
inferior baskets) for the six groups of expenditures he considered.
However, the main feature is that income elasticities are (approxi
mately) twice that own-price elasticities (in absolute value) and theo
ry does not give reasons to expect such situation.
Iherefore, the overrestrictiveness ofLES is c1ear
. and affects se
riously the measures of consumer behaviour due to ItS narrowness to
treat the theory.

. On the other hand, according to the LES the elasticities ofsubsti

t~tlO.n between g<?<?ds are equal to one and in Jog-Jin form tbis func

tlon :s strong addUlve so tbat the values of e. and e' M are almost pro
portlonal: the k:nowledge of e lM and V 2 are "enougb to k:now e . It
couJd be though such as an advantage in the sense that to estimate e.
D

3.2 THE AlMOST IDEAL DEMAND SYSTEM (AIDS)
Ibis system is a more flexible functional form derived from an
expenditure function instead from a direct utility function as LES is.

rJ,

8

Nole that t.bis model is linear in tbe variables but not in tbe paramcters Vi and

9

With t.bis reading of(2) it should be clear that we are dea.ling with a equation-by-equation system.
II

See,for example, Dealon and Muellbauer (1 980b) and Cbesher and Rees (1 987}.

12

See Dealonand Muellbauer (1 980b), paga 67.

10. That is, all goods compIement each 0Iher.
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The group of n equations (2) is called the Linear Expenditure

~ystem .(LES)<8). The summation of PYJ discounted of the money

mcof!1e m ~alled the supemumerary expenditure that is interpreted as
a residual I~com~ to purc.hase the. additional quantities of good ¡th
over V" Tbis asslgnment IS made m fixed proportions f3?).

in a cross-section data it would be enough to know el!.!' but it actually
is a restriction.
With respect to the latter límitation of LES Deaton and Muell
bauer (1980b) poínt at:

In (2) ~e can see the .first limitation of LES: prices different of
th~ own-pnce are present mto the demand ofgood i, but those prices
(p¡ s).onJy affect ql thro~gh the subsistence expenditure. The substi
tUlbdIty betwe~n. goods IS because the competition for the supemu

merary. In addltlon, Pj and Vj play the same r~le in determining q¡.

«.. Unless we have grounds for believing that elasticities should
be proportíonal, and there is a good deal for evidence, both a priori
and empírical, against such a position, even for broad group ofgoods,
then we have good reason for considering the LES too restrictive and
for passíng on to more general models.»

. For th.e two goods ~~~, it can be shown tbat the own-price, cross
pnce and mcome elastlclhes are, respectively:

For those reasons sometimes researchers refer to LES as over1y
restrictive(lI) .

el! = [fil~V2 - filM]

(3)

However, knowing its restrictions, wbich come from the func
tional form itself, tbis model could carefully be used in practice when
such limitations are not thoughc to be serious.

P¡q¡
e¡2

_[A~V2]

(4)

It can be shown that (at least theoretically) LES obeys adding up
and homogeneity, but symmetry has to be tested by standard methods
once regressions have been fitted.

P¡q¡
e¡M = [A M]

(5)

P¡q¡
, In equ,ation (3) it can be ~n that -1 <ell <O for all the cases. That
IS, algebrruc val';1es less ~h~~ rrunus one are not possible. In equation
(4) the cross-pnce elastlCltIes (say e and e ) are proporcional in the
term PVIP
V
y
ik
J J
k k'
. Inferior goods. are ex~luded in (5), s~nce a negative value of 13,
Vl?lates th~ ?OncaVlty reqUlreme~~ of (1 ); lfit were allowed, the own
pnce elastlclty w~u!~ show pOSltIve responses. However, it would
allow for the posslbdlty of substitutes goods in (4)(10).

The performance of LES in practice -taken from Stone's results
in 1954 using British data from 1920 to 1938-(12) is an evidence ofthe
theoretical set up since the income elasticity is always positive (no
inferior basket s) for the six groups of expenditures he considered.
However, the main feature is that income elasticities are (approxi
mately) twice that own-price elasticities (in absolute value) and theo
ry does not give reasons to expect such situation.
Therefore, the overrestrictiveness ofLES is clear and affects se
riously the measures of consumer bel'laviour due to its narrowness to
treat the theory.

. On the other hand, according to the LES the elasticíties ofsubsti

t~tIO~ between g<?<?ds are equal to one and in log-lín form this func

hon .IS strong addltIve so that the values of en and e¡r.¡ are almost pro
portIOnal: the knowledge of e1and
V are enough to know e Il' lt
M. 2
cou Id be t hough such as an advantage m the sense that to estimate e.o
11

3.2 THE AIMOST IDEAL DEMAND SrSTEM (AIDS)
Tbis system is a more flexible functional form derived from an
expenditure function instead from a direct utility function as LES ¡s.

f3¡

8

Note that tJús model is linear in the variables but not in the pararneters Vi lItId

9

With Ibis rcading of(2) it sbould be clear that we are de.aIing with a eqw¡tioo-by-equation system.

I1

See, fOl' example, Deaton lItId Muellbauer (1980b) lItId Chesher lItId Rees (1987).

12

See Deatonand Muellbauer (1 980b), paga 67.
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The expenditure function is defined as the mínimum expenditure nec
essary to attain a specific utility level at given prices (Deaton and
Muellbauer, 1980ai 13).
The expression they used relates the value of shares to the loga
rithm of total expenditure(l4):
~

al + f3, 10gM

I

= a + L ,r"

11.

,

log P,p,
+ f.l log( M)
P P=Pricelndex

(11)

Note that equation (11) is the expanded form of (6) which is the
Engel curve used by Working and Leser(l5).
The price index is defined by:

(6)

Log P :: a o + L a k10gp" + ~ Lk LI J.lkllog p"logP¡
2

where ni and Pi are parameters to be estimated, which has to be
function of prices to include them into the model, M is the money
income and wi are the budget shares.

(12)

where,

The general form of the expenditure function is:
log E(P,u) :: a (P) + u b (P)

(7)

where a (P) and b (P) are functions of prices, defined respeccive
ly, as:
a(P)

a/ Lk ak logp" +~ Ll Ll J.l:¡logp"logP¡

(8)

2

and,
b (P)

= Po
f.l TI p'P.
1
le

Equations (11) to (13) are caBed the Almost Ideal De~and Sys
tem of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980a), where (11) one IS a first
order approximation to the general unknown relation between wi,
log M and log P's. Given this, the AIDS sho~s that in the absence of
changes in relative prices and «real» expendlture (MIP) the bud~et
shares are constant and this is the natural startíng point for predlc
tions using the model. Changes in relative prices are in the terms Jl'J
under (MIP) constant.

(9)

Wich respect to the restrictions, adding up requires, for all j:

where n, Pand J..I.. are parameters. For homogeneity of degree 1
in prices, log E(P,u) requires:

,"
'-1

= O;
L alr: = 1 ; "
'-k J.lk J

• ,
• '''fJk = O (lO)
a k =1',
' ' - l e J.lll = '-1 J.lkl = '-1

"p
'-k Ir:

O

(14)

Homogeneity, requires for all j,
,

'-k J.l, k

Substítuting (9) and (8) in (7) and using the Shephard's lernma it
gives the budget shares as a function of prices and income:

=0 (15)

and symmetry is sacisfied if:

=
AJOS by dilfen:nce wíth LES suggests a proper way of aggregation. Deaton and Muellbauer start
froro a partiaalar setofpreferences!hat permits ex.act aggregalÍon overconsumers. Pn:viously, Muell
bauer (1976) hall suggested an altemative 10 wOOc. ex.act I10Il- linear aggrega1ion over consurners, by
means oC a generalization of Gorman's polar form. Acoording 10 the propos.ition of qrjtbmetic mean
COIISUl11er», Gorman 8SIIlfOe(\ t.bat m consumers, each with arithmctic mean income, behave ex.actlyas a
community ofm consumerseach with dilferent income (Sec, CQInes 1992. P 196).

(16)

13

14
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This expreasi.oo is dIJe to Working and Leset-.

Conditions (15) and (16) are linear restrictions which may be
tested by standard techniques, while condition ( 14) ¡s imposed by the

1S

See Cbesher and Rees ( 1987).
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The expenditure function is defined as the minimum expenditure nec
essary to attain a specific utility level at given prices (Deaton and
Muel1bauer, l 980aYJ3).
The expression they used relates the value of shares to the loga
rithm of total expenditure(l4):

W¡

1

1

11 ..

log P + a log( M) P=PriceIndex

) '-1)

)

P

P,

(11)

Note that equation (11) is the expanded form of(6) which is the
Engel curve used by Working and Leser<15)
The price index is defined by:

=a¡ +f3¡ logM

(6)

Log P = a o +L a/c 10gPk

where a. and ~. are parameters to be estimated, wruch has to be
function of prices to inelude them into the model, M is the money
income and wi are the budget shares.

+! Lk L 1 J.lkl log ~ log p¡
2

(12)

where,

The general form of the expenditure function is:
log E(P,u) = a (P) + u b (P)

(7)

where a (P) and b (P) are functions of prices, defined respeccive
Iy, as:
(8)

and,
b (P) = a

Po

n

k

p'pt

Equations (11) to (13) are called the Almost Ideal Demand Sys
tem of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980a), where (11) one is a first
order approximation to the general unknown relat~on between wi,
log M and log P's. Given this, the AIDS sho,":,s that In the absence of
changes in relative prices and «real» expendlture (MIP) the bud~et
shares are constant and trus is the natural starting point for predlc
tions using the modeL Changes in relative prices are in the terms Il'J
under (MIP) constant.

(9)

le

Wich respect to the restrictions, adding up requires, for all j:

where a, ~ and 11* are parameters. For homogeneity of degree 1
in prices, log E(P,u) requires:

"'" a k =l''''"'k
'" J.lk}
• :::: '"
""'1 fJlel•

""'1

::::

"'"
R
""'1 Pie

::::

Lak = 1;

O (lO)

IkfJkj

=0;

IkPk

O

(14)

Homogeneity, requires for all j,
'"

""'le

Substituting (9) and (8) in (7) and using the Shephard's lemma it
gives the budget shares as a function of prices and income:

fJ) le

=0 (15)

and symmetry is sacisfied if:
(16)
AJDS by differenoe wíth LES suggesls a proper way of aggrcgation. Deaton and Muellbau« start
from a paltÍww set ofprefcrences tIlal permits exact aggregation over COI1SUl1Ia'S. Previously, MueH·
bauer (1976) had suggested an alt«native to work exact Il00· linear aggregafÍOII over consumers, by
means of a gen«aJizatiOll of Gonnan 's polar forro. Aecording to !he proposition oC «arithmelic mean
consumer», Gonnan usumed that m consumers, each with arithmetic mean inoome, bebave exactly as a
community oC m consumers each with different inoome (See, Comes 1992, P 196).
13

14
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This eXpreuíon ÍJ dile to Worlting and l.cser.

Conditions (15) and (16) are linear restrictions wruch may be
tested by standard techniques, while condition (14) is imposed by the

15

See Cbesher and Rees (1987).
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model and so is not testable( 16l. The latter is because the model is
defined for shares.
It can be shown that income elasticities of expenditures, given

by:

e
I

ó1ogW,
=ó10gM

1+~ (17)

W,

depend on both prices and total expenditure through the budget
shares wi.
Goods for which ~1<O (and I~il <w) are identified as necessities;
those for which ~,<O (and I~; I>w) are not only necessities but a1so
inferior goods. Finally, goods for which ~,>O, w¡ increases with M so
that good i is a luxury.
The lli 'S measure the change in the budget share w, because of a
unit proportional change in Pj with (M/P) held constant.
It is important to point out that in empirical works it is used:

P = LWk log~

(18)

instead of (12) because of the relative collinearity between
prices. Nonetheless, there is sorne evidence ofbias brought by using
this approximation ofindex prices when AIDS is estimated using micro
data(l7).
The quadratic extension of AIDS, known as QUAIDS, is found
in Blundell et.a1 (1993). It keeps the main characteristícs ofits prede
cessor but incorporates a secoÍld term with the log of real but in
squares. That is,

W, = a, + 2: J Pi J log ~ + P,) log( ~ ) + Pí2 log( ~ )2

(19)

Blundell et. al., justifies the introduction of QUAIDS in their
wishes by capturing the variability of demand pattems when micro
data are used in practice. They model such variability (across house
holds with different household characteristics and with different ÍD
come levels) by making intercept and slope parameters in the budget

share equations to depend on household characteristics and by allow
ing for nonlinear totallog- expenditure terms.
AccordingIy, at this stage should be clear that flexibility which
entails AIDS makes it more attractive that LES which is forced and
overrestricted . Now we tum to the use of this models in practice.
In Deaton and Muellbauer 's work the estimation of ~,'s allow for
luxury goods (clothing, fuel, drink and tobacco etc.) and necessities
ones (food and housing). The estimates 11,'s allow for different rela
tionships between goods since the signs and numbers vary across.
However, it is important to say that in the empirical use of AIDS
(Annual British data from 1954 to 1974 using PIGLOG for aggrega
tion) it showed a failure of homogeneitf I 8) SpecificalIy, the outcome
of a proportional increase in prices and expenditure is a decrease in
expenditure on food and on c10thing whereas it is an increase expen
diture on housing and transport and cornmunication. Possible expla
nations ofthat are in the inflexibility of expenditures in the short-run,
omission of lagged variables and price expectations (dynamic condi
tions of the model) and in the very method of aggregation data.
Symmetry was rejected as well. The explanation for that is in the
lack to allow for habits in consumption.
In an application of AIDS for food demand in Spain, Molina
(1994)(19) found that bread and cereal s and meat and fish are necessi
ties while milk and eggs, vegetables and fruit and other food are
luxuries, in the second-stage. The estimation of elasticities with re
spect to the total expenditure (first-stage) shows that bread and cere
als, meat, fish and milk and eggs are necessities, while vegetables and
fruit and other food are luxuries.
Molina also estimated (statiscally significant) own-price elastici
tíes -for Marshallian demands- between minus one and zero for meat,
milk and eggs, vegetables and fruits and other food(20) The own
price elasticities are higher in absolute than those estimated for Hick
sians demands. However, the cross-price elaslÍcities are not the same

18
19

See DeatOll and Muellbauer(1980a), page 320.
Molina assumed weak separabilíty ofpreferences as a necessaryand sufficient coodition for a two

stage budgeting process.

16

Molina (1994).
20

17. See Deaton and Muellbauer (19803), Pag 2.54.
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This 3 point in favoor ofLES since 311 \he statiscally signíficant eslimated elasticitíes are between
zero and minus one such as LES would respond.
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model and so is not testable(l6). The latter is because the model is
defined for shares.
It can be shown that income elasticities of expenditures, given

by:

e == OlogU-;
OlogM
I

=1+~ (17)
u-;

depend on both prices and total expenditure through the budget
shares wi.
Goods for which rJ¡<O (and Il3í 1<w) are identified as necessities;
those for which rJ,<O (and IrJ, I>w) are not only necessities but also
inferior goods. Finally, goods for which rJ?O, w, increases with M so
that good i is a luxury.
The Il'S measure the change in the budget share w because of a
urut proportíonal change in PJ with (MIP) held constant.
It is important to point out that in empírical works it is used:

P == L WA; togi¡

(18)

instead of (12) because of the relative collinearity between
prices. Nonetheless, there is sorne evidence ofbias brought by using
this approximation ofindex prices when AIDS is estimated using micro
data(l7).
The quadratic extension of AIDS, known as QUAIDS, is found
in Blundell et.al (1993). It keeps the main characteristics ofits prede
cessor but incorporates a secoÍld term with the log of real but in
squares. That is,

u-; == a, + L) ¡J,

J

log ~ + /3,]

log(~ ) + Pí2 10g( ~ )2

(19)

Blundell et. al., justifies the introduction of QUAIDS in their
wishes by capturing the variability of demand pattems when micro
data are used in practice. They model such variability (across house
holds with different household characteristics and with different in
come levels) by making intercept and slope parameters in the budget

16

Accordingly, at this stage should be clear that flexibility which
entails AIDS makes it more attractive that LES which is forced and
overrestricted . Now we tum to the use of this models in practice.
In Deaton and Muellbauer's work the estimation ofrJ,'s allow for
luxury goods (c1othing, fuel, drink and tobacco etc.) and necessities
ones (food and housing). The estimates 1l,'S allow for different reJa
tionships between goods since the signs and numbers vary across.
However, it is important to say that in the empirical use of AIDS
(Annual British data from 1954 to 1974 using PIGLOG for aggrega
tion) it showed a failure ofhomogeneittI8). Specifically, the outcome
of a proportional increase in prices and expenditure is a decrease in
expenditure on food and on c10thing whereas it is an increase expen
diture on housing and transport and commurucation. Possible expla
nations of that are in the inflexibility of expenditures in the short-run,
omission of lagged variables and price expectations (dynamic condi
tions ofthe model) and in the very method ofaggregation data.
Symmetry was rejected as well. The explanation for that is in the
lack to allow for habits in consumption.
In an application of AIDS for food demand in Spain, Molina
(1994 )(19) found that bread and cereals and me~t and fish are necessi
tíes while mitk and eggs, vegetables and mut and other food are
luxuries, in the second-stage. The estimation of elasticities with re
spect to the total expenditure (first-stage) shows that bread and cere
als, meat, fish and milk and eggs are necessities, while vegetables and
fluit and other food are luxuries.
Molina also estimated (statiscally significant) own-price elastici
lies -for Marshallian demands- between minus one and zero for meat,
milk and eggs, vegetables and fluits and other foo.d(20). The o~n
price elasticitíes are higher in absolute.than th~s~ ~stImated for HICk
sians demands. However, the cross-pnce elastlcltles are not the same

18

See Deatooand Muellbauer(l980a), page 320.

19

Molina assumed weak separability of preferences as a necessaryand sufficient condition foc a two
stage budgeting process.

20

lbis a point in favour ofLES since aH the statiscally significant estirnated elasticities are between
zero and minos one sucb as LES would respond.

Molina (1994).

17. See Deaton and Muellbauer (1980a), Pag 2S4.
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share equations to depend on household characteristics and by allow
ing for nonlinear total log- expenditure terms.
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, (even for statistically significant estimators) neither for Marshallian
nor Hicksian demands.
Chesher and Rees (1987) make -as Deaton and Muellbauer'
(1980a) and Blundell et.al. (1993)- explicit the issue conceming with
periods ofnon-zero expenditure in some se! ofgoods during the sample
periodo However, the AIDS expenditure-income relationship can be
estimates without removing zero expeditures.
4.

CONCLUSJONS

According to the theoretical interpretations and empirical results
the LES model is very restrictive. The problem arises due to the un
derlying direct utility function. Undesirable proportionalities among
elasticities are predictable from the theory and proved in practice.
AIDS (and QUAIDS) is more flexible to represent the behaviour of
consumers in market ofgoods and services. The latter has been used
with more, but not complete, succesfu) since the set ofproperties has
not been carried out in all cases. AJOS is said to be a better way of
representing the consumer behaviour than Stone-Geary models.
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